26th Racing Day  
Sunday, April 18, 2021

**ROSECROFT RACEWAY**

**TIME - 2:7.5 5.6 1.234 1.512 1:57.3**  
Track - FT - Temp - SP  
OFF TIME:  8:39 pm  
**PURSE $13,200**

1. FOOLISH DREAMER  2. WINNER RIDDLES  3. SUPER BROS  4. HARD ROCK DEO  5. ALWAYS STRONG  6. APPLICATION  7. MAGICAL MINI  8. ODDS ON KISS GUY  

**MUTUELS - $200 $120 $100 $60 $40 $20 $10 $5**  
EXACTA (2-1) $40, TRIFECTA (2-1-4) $210, SUPERFECTA (2-1-4-5) $700

**2:7.57 5.6 1.234 1.512 1:57.3**  
Track - FT - Temp - SP  
OFF TIME:  8:39 pm  
**PURSE $13,200**

1. FOOLISH DREAMER  2. WINNER RIDDLES  3. SUPER BROS  4. HARD ROCK DEO  5. ALWAYS STRONG  6. APPLICATION  7. MAGICAL MINI  8. ODDS ON KISS GUY  

**MUTUELS - $200 $120 $100 $60 $40 $20 $10 $5**  
EXACTA (2-1) $40, TRIFECTA (2-1-4) $210, SUPERFECTA (2-1-4-5) $700

---

**TIME - 1:59 1.56 1.55 1.55 2:05**  
Track - FT - Temp - SP  
OFF TIME:  11:19 pm  
**PURSE $4,600**

1. ROLLING THUNDER  2. LIBERTY STATE  3. RUSH TO THE LEFT  4. LUCKY 7  5. MIDNIGHT SUN  6. SCOTTIE THE CAT  7. RAISING THE STAKES  8. TALKING HUES

**MUTUELS - EXACTA, TRIFECTA, SUPERFECTA, DAILY DOUBLE, PICK 3**

---

**TIME - 2:30 1.58 1.55 1.55 2:05**  
Track - FT - Temp - SP  
OFF TIME:  11:19 pm  
**PURSE $4,600**

1. ROLLING THUNDER  2. LIBERTY STATE  3. RUSH TO THE LEFT  4. LUCKY 7  5. MIDNIGHT SUN  6. SCOTTIE THE CAT  7. RAISING THE STAKES  8. TALKING HUES

**MUTUELS - EXACTA, TRIFECTA, SUPERFECTA, DAILY DOUBLE, PICK 3**